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The Champion of Science in Global South
In memoir of
A Scientist Beyond The
Dr. Abdus Salam
Boundaries
at Imperial College
London

At age 14, he astounded the
people of Jhang when he acquired the highest marks ever
seen in Punjab University’s entrance examination. Almost the
whole people in the town turned
out to celebrate his success. Not
startlingly, he was given a university scholarship. He graduated
r Abdus Salam with a Master’s degree in Mathewas a Pakistani matics in 1946, age 20.
theoretical physicist. He shared Cambridge and Important
the 1979 Nobel Prizes
Prize in PhysAbdus Salam was awarded a
ics with Sheldon three-year scholarship to study
Glashow and Steven Weinberg for a Bachelor’s degree at a UK
for his contribution to the elec- college. After two- years he gradtroweak unification theory. Hailed uated with first-class honors in
as one of the world’s top theoret- Mathematics. One year later, he
ical physicists of the 20th centu- graduated with first-class honors
ry, Dr Abdus Salam remains rel- in Physics.
atively unknown in Pakistan and
Salam stayed at Cambridge
his contributions even more so.
for graduate studies. In 1950, a
Early life
year after starting his Ph.D., he
Mohammad Abdus Salam was awarded the university’s

D

was born on January 29, 1926,
in Santokdas Punjab. His father was Chaudhry Muhammad
Hussain, an education official,
and his mother was Hajira Nabi
Baksh. Abdus was the eldest of
their eight children.
Abdus Salam attended school
in the town of Jhang. From an
early age, he showed enormous
ability in mathematics and science. He also developed a lifelong love of poetry in English,
Persian, and Punjabi.

returned to Lahore Pakistan to
teach Mathematics at Government College. He was filled with
hope that he could inspire a new
generation of young people to
become scientists and modernize society. The following year,
he was appointed Head of MathThe High Commission of Pakistan
ematics at Punjab University.
in the UK organised a day event in
Lahore suffered riots in which
the memorandum of great Scientist
a very large number of Ahmad“Dr. Abdus Salam” at the Imperiis were killed in 1953. Ahmadis
al College London on 26th March
2013. This was one of the memoconsider themselves to be Musrable days for all Pakistani students
lim but are seen as heretics by
studying at Imperial College Lonmany other Muslims. Salam,
don. Dr. Abdus Salam an eminent
who was an Ahmadi, decided
scientist
in
the
field
of
theoretical
Physics of all time and the first
to leave Pakistan and return to
Pakistani Muslim scientist to receive a Nobel Prize in science and the
Cambridge.
second from an Islamic country to receive any Nobel Prize. Imperial
Role in the establishment of College London witnessed the major contribution of this great scientist in the quantum field theory and in the advancement of MathematPAEC
ics alongside his notable achievements in magnetic photon, vector
During the early 1960s, Salam meson, Grand Unified Theory, and the most importantly electroweak
played significant roles in es- theory. I still remember the framed picture of Dr. Abdus Salam in the
tablishing the Pakistan Atomic Physics department at South Kensington Campus London always
Energy Commission (PAEC) and gave me a great sense of pride for Pakistan. Dr. Abdus Salam’s role
Pakistan’s Space and Upper At- as a founder of mathematical and theoretical physics in Pakistan is
mosphere Research Commis- a brilliant example for a young scientist like me who wants to bring
scientific and technological development to Pakistan.
sion (SUPARCO).
Salam was ardent about promoting science in developing
countries. He recalled there had
once been a golden age of Islamic science when for hundreds of
years Islamic scientists had led
the world.
He urged Muslims to regain
the spirit of free inquiry that existed in those times. Salam was the
founder of the Third World Academy of Sciences (TWAS) and the
International Centre for Theoretical Physics (ICTP). He donated
all the money he received from
his Nobel Prize to setting up a
fund in Pakistan to promote educational opportunities.

Smith’s Prize for the most exceptional pre-doctoral contribution
to physics at the university.
He completed his Ph.D. thesis in
1951: Developments in a quantum
theory of fields. This was a rather
brightwork: in addition to making
his name as a physicist, it resulted
in him winning a share of the highly Death-On 21 November
prestigious Adams Prize for math- 1996
ematical sciences in 1956.
Abdus Salam died on 21 November
1996 at the age of 70
Pakistan and the UK
in Oxford, England, from proIn 1951, at age 25, Salam

Continued on page 5

Dr Rabia Zafar holding Nobel prize of renowned scientist of
Pakistan “Dr Abdus Salam” at Imperial College London, UK.
26th March, 2013

Dr Rabia Zafar holding Nobel prize of renowned scientist of Pakistan "Dr Abdul Salam
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How Pakistan treated its hero, Dr. Abdus Salam

suchibaat.com

Dr Abdus Salam was born in a poor family in Punjab where his
father was an education officer and his grandfather was a religious
figure and a physician. Abdus Salam was only 14 when he scored
the highest marks in matriculation in Punjab University and was
awarded a scholarship at Government College University. In his
early academic years, he was interested in Urdu and English .....

How Pakistan Treated Its
Hero, Dr. Abdus Salam

D

r Abdus Salam
was born in a
poor family in
Punjab
where
his father was an
education officer
and his grandfather was a religious figure and a
physician.
Abdus Salam was only 14
when he scored the highest
marks in matriculation in Punjab
University and was awarded a
scholarship at Government Col-

lege University. In his early academic years, he was interested
in Urdu and English Literature
in which he made a remarkable success but he focused on
Mathematics and stick to it. After
he received his degree in 1944,
he applied for Indian Civil Service
(Highest Govt. Rank then) on
his father’s will but call it divine
providence that Dr Abdus Salam
was rejected for that post and later on he continued his Master’s
degree and completed it in 1946.
He was awarded a scholarship at
St. John’s College, Cambridge. In
those days and even now studying in Cambridge is a dream that
seldom comes true.
So, after he went to Cambridge
he was awarded by his first prize
named as Smith’s Prize because
of his exceptionally good pre-doctoral services in Physics and Adams Prize after the publication
of his doctrine research thesis.
He was at the top of his success
when he decided to come back
home, he decided to visit his
motherland as his love for his na-

tion and his country was pure.
Dr Abdus Salam joined GCU in
1951 and served as a Professor
of Mathematics but went back to
St. John’s College, Cambridge
in 1954 because of the 1953’s
Lahore riots. Out of jealousy and
discrimination on the basis of his
religious beliefs, Dr Abdus Salam
was appointed as a football coach
in GCU. Can anyone imagine
a person who is going make a
splendid outbreak in the field of
science, a person who has won
many international prizes on the

basis of his intellect and knowledge is appointed as a football
coach just because of the hatred
towards his beliefs??
Geneva (CERN-one of the largest and most respectful research
centre of Europe wanted Abdul
Salam’s contributions but the Unfortunate, yet certain uneducated
peoples never valued the gemstone they had in their hands for
they were too busy brushing the
coal.
Dr Abdus Salam was a patriot
of his own kind and the inauguration of scholarships for students
in Pakistan and kept on visiting
his beloved country frequently. In
1960 he once again came back
to Pakistan to take charge of the
Atomic Energy Commission post
offered by Gen. Ayyub Khan. At
that time Dr Abdus Salam would
have refused but he knew how
badly his country needed a better
atomic energy department and a
science policy which was never
formulated since Independence of
Pakistan. He not only formulated a
physics institute at Quaid-e-Azam
University Islamabad but also had

signed a contract along with Edward Durell Stone for establishing
Pakistan Institute of Nuclear Science and Technology.
He was also a founder of Pakistan’s first Space Research
Agency and several other commissions and agencies in Nuclear Energy. He also laid the foundation of International Nathiagali
Summer College on Physics and
Contemporary Needs which enables scientists from all over the
world to come and interact with
Pakistani Scientist and discuss
their ideas and projects. He had
opened many international gates
for zealous students and for the
ones who knew the importance
of education and were fond of advancements in knowledge.
In 1979, he was awarded the
Nobel Prize, along with his colleagues for the contributions they
made to the theory of weak and
unified electromagnetic interactions between elementary particles.
He died peacefully at the age
of 70 in 1996 with a number of
awards and prizes and his made
contributions to his homeland
Pakistan like no one ever did. His
love for Pakistan never faded as he
wished to be buried in his country
by his father and mother. So, his
dead body was brought back to
Pakistan and he was buried and
his tombstone says “First Muslim
Nobel Laureate”
In 1988 Government of Pakistan had issued commemorative
stamps to honour his services.
Government College University has a “Salam Chair in Physics” and “Abdul Salam School of
Mathematical Science” named
after him. But as he was not like
because of his beliefs when he
was alive, the hatred prevails
even after his death and certain
Religious Scholars of Pakistan
have demanded to remove his
chair from GCU and his services
to this country have to be forgotten. Several MNA’s from PML
(N), MQM and even four from PTI
have signed the petition to remove
his chair and physics centre QAU
campus is named after an Arab
astronomer Al-Khazini.
No matter Abdul Salam was
not just a hero but a warrior
who fought for his country not
by the sword but by his pen, by
his intellect, by the power of his
knowledge and contributions. Pity
the people that have no heroes,
shameless is the one that has
them but does not honour them.
He touched the skies of success yet he was humble and kind
and kept Pakistan, his homeland,
at front foot but this is how we Pakistani’s treat our Heroes.
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Grand Unification
Theory
Grand unification theory or GUT
is a model that tries to describe
the universe. It says that three
forces - electromagnetic, weak
and strong forces - were once
combined into a single force.
These are three of the fundamental four forces of nature, which
are responsible for all of the
pushes and pulls in the universe.
If gravity is also combined with
these forces, then the GUT will
become the proposed Theory of
Everything.
Because GUT models have
more dimensions than currently known, there has not been a
single GUT. Particle accelerators,
like the Large Hadron Collider have been built to test these
GUTs indirectly, as it is too complex to observe effects on particles without them.
GUT was first proposed by researchers
from CERN in the 1970s. The discovery of the
Higgs Boson and other such recent discoveries will get scientists closer to knowing which
GUT is correct, and ultimately know the The-

gant group-theoretical framework
able to resolve a variety of problems remaining in our current understanding of particle physics.
They usually act as motivators
for many low energy BSM theories, such as left-right symmetric
or supersymmetric models, and
they serve to fill the gap between
the experimentally reachable low
energies and the physics in the
ultraviolet. In recent years, however, they have fallen slightly from
the spotlight, in favor of “simplified” models with more specific
phenomenological predictions.
Recent advances in experiments
permit to test the predictions of
GUTs at different energy scales.
First, as GUTs can play a role in
the inflationary dynamics of the
early Universe, their imprints
could be found in the CMB observations by the Planck satellite.
Remarkably enough, GUTs could
manifest themselves also in terrestrial tests; several planned
experiments aim to probe the

ory of Everything. This theory was given by
Pakistani scientist Abdus Salam, who shared
the Noble Prize with Weinberg and Glashow
for it in 1979.
Grand Unified Theories (GUTs)
are one of the most interesting
high-energy completions of the
Standard Model, because they
Courtesy: suchibaat.com provide a rich, powerful and ele-

proton stability and to establish order of magnitude higher
bounds on its lifetime. Moreover,
the predictions of specific GUT
models could be tested even at
the LHC thanks to its high energy reach, via searches for exotic
states or additional contributions
to flavor anomalies.
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To Enable An Intelligent Planet Is
Advantech’s Corporate Vision
Sayyed Shehzer Abbas

In a recent interview with TechnologyTimes.pk Advantech’s Elvin Ng, ASEAN IIOT Sector Head and Maqsood
Arshad, CEO, DigiMac Hi-Technologies shares.....

To Enable An Intelligent Planet Is
Advantech’s Corporate Vision
Advantech’s corporate vision is to enable an intelligent planet. The company is a global leader in the fields of IoT intelligent systems and
embedded platforms. To embrace the trends of IoT, big data, and artificial intelligence, Advantech promotes IoT hardware and software
solutions with the Edge Intelligence WISE-PaaS core to assist business partners and clients in connecting their industrial chains.
Advantech is also working with DigiMac Hi-Technologies Pakistan its business partner to co-create business ecosystems that accelerate
the goal of industrial intelligence.
In a recent interview with TechnologyTimes.pk Advantech’s Elvin Ng, ASEAN IIOT Sector Head, and ADVANTECH MALAYSIA General
Manager; and Maqsood Arshad, CEO, DigiMac Hi-Technologies shares their experience the dynamics of Pakistani market.
Why did you choose DigiMac
Hi-technologies Pakistan for
the collaboration?
ELVIN: Digimac is local Technology and Automation market leader in Pakistan which has been
partnering with Advantech for
more than 15 Year.
Why do you think DigiMac
Hi-Technologies was chosen
for the collaboration?
MAQSOOD: DigiMac Hi-Technologies was founded in year 2004
and since then, it has been a
totally committed Channel Partner of Advantech in Pakistan.
DigiMac has been successful in
developing market for Advantech
products in our region. Thanks to
quality and reliability of Advantech products and our continued
marketing efforts that now, Advantech is well recognized brand
name in Pakistan and most of the
requirements & tenders for industrial computing platforms and
automation products are floated
with Advantech products part
numbers. Over the years, DigiMac has also expanded its operations and expertise to become
market leader in technology and
automation solutions in our region.
What has DigiMac aimed for
its audience?
MAQSOOD: DigiMac is proud
to be channel partner of Advantech – global leader in Industrial
computers and AIoT products.
Technical advancement in IIoT
field has revolutionised the Industrial Automation and hence,
local industries need to improve
their productivity to compete
internationally by utilising technologies like IoT, AI and Cloud.
Thus, Advantech products and
solutions have great potential in
our market and DigiMac has devised special marketing strategy
to fully explore the market potential, initially focusing on OEE,
FEMS, Predictive Maintenance
and Machine Vision solutions.
Our strategy includes reaching all
key market segments and creating awareness for them to realize

true potential of Advantech products and solutions through digital
and direct marketing. Secondly,
we will create partnerships with
educational institutes by setting
up demo systems and supporting final years students in their
projects. Also, with the support
of Advantech academy, we will
offer students and experts of
leading system integrators to attend training courses which will
help us attract their loyalty to Advantech products and solutions.
What is the approach of Advantech?
ELVIN: Advantech looks for long
term partnership with Digitmac
in developing local branding and
business collaboration. With the
booming AIOT, Advantech will
co-create, co-invest, co-develop
with Digimac to align the major
technology paradigm shirt toward AIOT era.
What makes Advantech
products different from other
companies manufacturing
industrial products?
ELVIN: Indeed, Advantech is only
one of the top player in AIOT
market, but Industrial IOT platform developed and managed by
Advantech may consider as the
major differences if compare to
other Industrial products companies. Advantech has diversified
to solution selling (Hardware+software+Cloud services) since
2018 and we expected to have
significant growth for the next 5
year.
What is Advantech expecting
from the Pakistani market?
ELVIN: With both party commitment, mutual understanding
on Advantech next 5-year GIRC
direction (global integrated regional competence at vertical
focus sector drive) and current
co-work business practise, we
have high expectation and set
optimistic revenue projection at
USD 1Mil by 2022. we strongly
believe Pakistan will be the next
growth engine for Advantech
emerging market development.

Remote facility monitoring
solutions, Building Automation (HVAC) etc.
MAQSOOD: - DigiMac has a
a wide range of targeted compa- l Education Sector
l Local Chambers of Comnies, ranging from:
merce
l Local leading industries - Textile, Chemical, PharmaceutiHow will the products be benecal, food and beverages
ficial for the local industry?
l Military (Embedded Hardware
/ Solutions, Testers for exist- MAQSOOD: Pakistan is lacking
behind in the technological ading in-service systems)
vancement of the Industrial Secl Government and Semi-Govtor. Using new technologies like
ernment Organizations (TestIoT, Cloud and AI along with data
ers for existing in-service
science, the local industry can
systems)
see leaps of improvement not
What kind of audience have
the company targeted?

l

only in profit but also in exploiting the potential of local industry.
The local FMCG sector can really
improve and harness their market by coming up to speed with
the international standard of Industrial Automation.
What products will the company be introducing in the
country?
Complete range of Advantech
products focusing on below
products:
l IoT products

Continued on page 5
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Pakistan And The Future Of Space Science

Mary Hunter

Pakistan might not be the first country that comes to mind
when we think of scientific innovation, but Pakistanis have long
made historical contributions to the development of science.
Mohammad Abdus Salam, from the present-day Punjab province of Pakistan, won the 1979 Nobel Prize in Physics alongside two American physicists for their contributions to .....

Pakistan And The Future Of Space Science

The importance of internationalising Pakistani educational institutions and academics is an
interdisciplinary issue, as Pakistan’s potential could be applied to any sector. There is no reason
why Pakistan should not be a country where many international students will seek to be educated
at the higher levels.

P

akistan might not
be the first country
that comes to mind
when we think of
scientific innovation, but Pakistanis
have long made
historical contributions to the development of science.
Mohammad Abdus Salam,
from the present-day Punjab
province of Pakistan, won the
1979 Nobel Prize in Physics
alongside two American physicists for their contributions to the
electroweak unification theory.
Salam was also the founding director of Pakistan’s first national
space agency, called the Space
and Upper Atmosphere Research
Commission (SUPARCO).
Young Pakistani scientists are
increasingly following in Salam’s
footsteps, including Dr Yarjan Abdul Samad, the first space scientist from Pakistan at the University
of Cambridge. Dr Samad, who is
a senior research scientist and
senior teaching fellow, is originally
from Buleda, Balochistan. As well
as winning numerous awards for
his research and conferences, Dr
Samad was among the first to test
Graphene, a new material, in zero
gravity conditions. He shared his
thoughts with me on the opportu-

nities and challenges that space
exploration poses, particularly in
relation to Pakistan.
In his article entitled ‘Let’s go
to space, but slowly’ published in
Dawn, Dr Samad describes how
national pride was key to the development of space technologies
during the space race of the previous century. But he rightly suggests that national pride ought
not to be the motivation for Pakistan to explore space, especially
given the state of the economy.
Despite the unparalleled challenges and suffering that the
Covid-19 pandemic has created,
it has emphasised the importance of unity among all humans
in efforts to protect and sustain
life. Space exploration has the
capacity to progress technologies on earth, which, through
international collaboration, will
benefit humanity as a whole.
“Embarking upon space exploration in general inspires people to build technical competence
and capacity,” said Dr Samad.
“However, crosscutting technologies solving challenges in
space and on earth can prove to
be economically and technologically rewarding. Well-thought of
crosscutting research and exploration can directly and indirectly

bring about economic prosperity,
environmental benefits, safety &
security and can expand human
experience and understanding of
the universe.”
Pakistan can certainly reap
these rewards as the country has
a number of factors on its side,
which give the country the potential to be an international leader
in a field such as space research
and technology. As well as having
the fifth largest population in the
world, Pakistan’s median age is
far lower than most. This means
that Pakistan has the capacity to
be an international leader by virtue
of its youthful population if the potential of its youth is realised. Dr
Samad suggests that “outreach
activities,” such as forming local
chapters of space societies and
holding competitions at the local
and national level for school and
college students, could inspire
the youth to foster an interest in
space science. He particularly
recommends “launching a national competition for building
functional microsatellites in collaboration with international space
agencies.”
Once the incoming generations of Pakistanis show a strong
interest in space exploration and
research, the government and

educational institutions will have
the minds and workforce necessary to support its initiatives.
The importance of internationalising Pakistani educational
institutions and academics is an
interdisciplinary issue, as Pakistan’s potential could be applied
to any sector. There is no reason
why Pakistan should not be a
country where many international students will seek to be educated at the higher levels.
Initiatives encouraging Pakistan’s international collaboration
are becoming more common. For
example, Dr Samad and a team
of scientists organised an e-conference, “Promoting Applied
Sciences in Pakistan (PASP20)”,
which was supported by the Pakistani High Commission in London. Some of the most renowned
and most cited scientists in the
world delivered talks and had
discussions with students and
scientists in Pakistan. The e-conference witnessed about 2000
registrations and was seen online
by thousands of people.
There are certainly challenges
that Pakistan faces to achieve
this internationalisation. It must
not only incentivise foreign students to study there but also provide motivation for its best and

brightest who choose to study
abroad to return and give back
to Pakistan. Dr Samad suggests
that this requires a total overhaul of the research culture in
Pakistan, from the allocation of
funds to the addition of research
components within the Pakistani
education system.
“Re-envisioning of a longterm research programme on
topics, which are of strategic
importance to the people of Pakistan, is needed urgently. This
can be done with the help of
academic institutions, research
organisations, industries, as well
as overseas Pakistanis who are
experts in their fields.”
Despite the necessity of reforms ahead, and the difficulties
that may arise, Dr Samad is encouraged by the spirit emerging
within Pakistan: “The entrepreneurship culture is prevailing
very fast in Pakistan and must
be utilized to spearhead spacebased, start-up projects. The
solutions to some of the most
pressing Space challenges may
come out from Pakistan.”
The writer has just completed her MTheol
degree at the University of St Andrews in
Scotland and now works as a researcher.
Courtesy: https://www.thenews.com.pk/
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The Heritage of All Mankind – Abdus
Salam and the Four Fundamental Forces
Hina Baloch

According to modern physics, four fundamental forces
exist in nature. Electromagnetic interaction is one of
these. The weak interaction - responsible, for example,
for the beta decay of nuclei - is another.....

The Heritage of All Mankind – Abdus Salam
and the Four Fundamental Forces

A

ccording to modern physics, four
fundamental forces exist in nature.
Electromagnetic interaction is
one of these. The
weak interaction - responsible,
for example, for the beta decay
of nuclei - is another. Thanks to
contributions made by Abdus
Salam, Sheldon Glashow,and
Steven Weinberg in 1968, these
two interactions were unified to
one single, called electroweak.
The theory predicted, for example, that weak interaction manifests itself in “neutral weak currents” when certain elementary
particles interact. This was later
confirmed.
Abdus Salam making a name
for himself in the physics community before he had finished
his studies. Salam conducted
work in Europe that would lead
to a Nobel Prize in Physics, for
his contributions to “the theory
of the unified weak and electromagnetic interaction between

elementary particles, including,
inter alia, the prediction of the
weak neutral current.”
Abdus Salam was always
committed to Pakistan and other
countries in the Global South. In
addition to his work in physics,
he devoted his life to serving
Pakistan. Salam founded the International Centre for Theoretical
Physics in Trieste, Italy, which
allows scientists from countries
without the extensive academic
resources to work on research
and engage the scientific com-

munity. He also served as Chief
Scientific Advisor to the President of Pakistan. Three themes
in Salam’s life appear—his faith,
his love for physics, and his
commitment to developing science in countries that are underrepresented in the international
physics community.

perience four fundamental forces:
gravity, the electromagnetic force,
the strong nuclear force, and the
weak nuclear force. Salam realized that at high temperatures, the
electromagnetic and weak nuclear
force were the same. He showed
that the two forces were components of one unified force, the
electroweak force.
The Electroweak Force:
Abdus Salam was a theoretiAbdus Salam won the Nobel cal physicist who not only won
Prize, along with Steven Wein- a Nobel Prize for his work but
berg and Sheldon Glashow, for who was also dedicated to emelectroweak theory. Particles ex-

powering and improving physics
in countries underrepresented in
the subject area.
Abdus Salam was offered a
position at Princeton (where he
completed some research while
working to his Ph.D.). Salam
could have chosen to remain in
England or move to the USA, as
he had made a name for himself
in the physics community. However, he felt an obligation to his
country, which had funded his
education. He returned to develop Pakistani physics. He was
able to continue his research in
Pakistan, but his efforts to develop research were hindered by the
structure of education. His experiences motived his commitment
to the ICPT. ICTP appoints Associates from countries underrepresented in the international
physics community who could
travel to Trieste to do research
and scientific activities. Associates can visit ICTP three times
in a six-year period, up to nine
months total. ICTP also offers
courses and workshops.

From page 1: A Scientist Beyond The Boundaries
gressive supranuclear palsy. His
body was brought to Pakistan
and kept in Darul Ziafat, where
some 13,000 men and women
visited to pay their last respects.
Salam was buried in Bahishti
Maqbara, a cemetery established
by the Ahmadiyya Community at
Rabwah, Punjab, next to his parents’ graves.
In 2016, former Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif approved the
renaming of the National Centre
for Physics at Quaid-e-Azam
University after Dr.Abdus Salam.

Despite his persecution, British and Italian citizenship but
However, even this small recognition received much backlash. Salam’s dedication to his coun- remained a Pakistani citizen until
Even in death, Dr. Abdus Salam try and the people of Pakistan he died.
faced the same struggle as he did not waver. He was offered
Surprisingly, there is no nadid when alive.

Religious beliefs must not
be used against anyone
Salam was the first Pakistani
to prevail a Nobel, and his victory
should have been a historic moment for the country. But instead,
41-years on, his story has largely been forgotten by the country
in which he was born – in part
because of the religious identity.

Courtesy: mmnews.tv
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tional day, road or city in Pakistan named after Dr. Abdul
Salam, while his services to the
country are far greater and more
important than those of other
scientists.
Religious beliefs are personal
and must not be used against
anyone. While Dr Abdus Salam
brought the name of Pakistan
to the international stage, why
Pakistanis do not consider him
one of their countrymen despite
41-years had passed?
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Has Advantech planned to stay
in Pakistan for long?
ELVIN: So far in Advantech global practice and track record, unless there will be a major political

restriction and changes which is
out of Corporate control, we definitely stay positive to have long
term investment with local partner for future business development.
Does Advantech have any
plans for expanding its business through other collaborations?
ELVIN: With revenue projection
of 1M USD by 2022, we may
start to initiate next growth model by co-creation join venture
(CCJV) partnership by 2025. It
will involve technology transfer
for local business development

and talent development.
What is the future of DigiMac
in Pakistan?
MAQSOOD: DigiMac enjoys long
term business collaboration with
Advantech and has set a projected revenue target of USD 1M by
year 2022. In view of that, DigiMac has planned to reorganize
its structure to expand its operations focusing on setting up well
trained and well equipped DFSI
to co-create and co-develop
with Advantech and take up turnkey AIoT projects in our market
which will help us achieve the
projected revenue target.
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Before Newton
Maria Stokes

Isaac Newton is a central figure in physics. A simple
search of his name in the Niels Bohr Library & Archives
(NBLA) book catalog brings up hundreds of titles, including several pieces from the eighteenth century. Although
he is well-known and cited for his fundamental.....

Before Newton

I

saac Newton is a central
figure in physics. A simple search of his name in
the Niels Bohr Library &
Archives (NBLA) book catalog brings up hundreds
of titles, including several
pieces from the eighteenth century. Although he is well-known
and cited for his fundamental
contributions to physics and
mathematics, Newton himself
recognized that he did not work
in isolation.
In a letter to Robert Hooke,
included below, Isaac Newton
remarked, “If I have seen further,
it is by standing on the shoulders of giants.” The sources of
information in Newton’s Principia
Mathematica were global- including the Americas, the Middle
East and India.
One particularly important set
of sources for Isaac Newton, as
well as many other natural philosophers, was the Middle East.
During the Islamic Golden Age
(between the 8th and 13th centuries, under Abbasid leadership),
Persian, Turkish and Arab scholars preserved and offered commentaries on classical natural
philosophy. They also advanced
understanding of the natural

The contributions of Ibn Sina and other scholars from the Islamic Golden Age
are worth recognizing in the history of physics. The Center for Physics of Physics
teaching guide “On the Shoulders of Giants: Inertia from Ibn Sina to Newton”
introduces both the law of inertia and the Islamic Golden Age

world, particularly in astronomy.
Scholars from the Islamic
Golden Age developed understandings of motion prior to
Newton’s three laws of motion,
a major topic in introductory
physics. While understanding
of motion changed between the
Islamic Golden Age (8th-13th
centuries) and the period that is
known as the Scientific Revolution (between Copernicus/1543
and Newton/1678), scholars of
the Islamic Golden Age offered
significant breaks from the concepts of Aristotelian natural philosophy and paved the way for
the Scientific Revolution. Their
work was indispensable in the

development of Newtonian mechanics.
This can be seen by looking
at the development of the law
of inertia. Ibn Sina developed an
early form of the law of inertia,
which is given below along with
both Newton’s formulation and
the modern formulation.
Formulation from the Islamic
Golden Age (translated): No [object] begins to move or comes to
rest of itself.
Newton’s First Law (translated): Every [object] persists in its
state of being at rest or of moving uniformly straight forward,
except insofar as it is compelled

to change its state by force impressed.
Modern Law of Inertia: In an
inertial frame, an object at rest
remains at rest and an object at a
constant velocity remains at that
velocity unless acted upon by a
force.
Notably, Ibn Sina’s most significant work on natural philosophy, titled The Book of Healing, was likely
completed exactly one thousand
years ago, in 1020. Despite its title,
the work is not medical. The work
was named after its goal, which
was to cure ignorance.
The contributions of Ibn Sina
and other scholars from the Is-

lamic Golden Age are worth recognizing in the history of physics. The Center for Physics of
Physics teaching guide “On the
Shoulders of Giants: Inertia from
Ibn Sina to Newton” introduces
both the law of inertia and the
Islamic Golden Age.
The following timeline highlights select developments pertinent to the history of physics from
both the Middle East and Europe
to contextualize the work of Ibn
Sina and his contemporaries.
Access timeline: On the
Shoulders of Giants: Inertia from
Ibn Sina to Newton Timeline
Courtesy: American Institute of Physics
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Ask a science communicator how old their field is. They
might say a few decades, or even centuries, because
they’re thinking about the Western science communication tradition associated with a scientist-public gap.....

3 reasons to study
science communication beyond the West

A

sk a science communicator how old
their field is. They
might say a few
decades, or even
centuries, because
they’re
thinking
about the Western science communication tradition associated
with a scientist-public gap.
These days, we almost exclusively associate science communication with Western science. Yet humans have always
communicated knowledge about
the world within their own societies and to others. There’s evidence of this going back tens of
thousands of years.
Society today should recognise past and ongoing science
communication approaches that
diverge from the West’s relatively
recent ones.
Also, as we have explored in a
paper and webinar, we should include this knowledge in science
communication histories. Here
nicators lack insight into how
are three reasons why.
these cultures tailored their communication to different audienc1. Framing science as
es, aims and mediums.
‘Western’ is political
Did you know medieval EuThe histories we tell are politropean
medical writers regularly
ical. Political factors can deterused
Arabic
pseudonyms for
mine important elements such
their
published
works to confer
as where a story begins and
prestige?
ends and what is included or
This was because, at the time,
excluded. Histories of science
Arabic cultures demonstrated
aren’t immune to this.
We often equate science and strong leadership in pharmaceuscientific practice with a gold ticals and other scientific fields
standard of credibility. But there’s across the Afro-Asian-European
much rhetorical power behind landmass.
Or consider the Persian engithe “science” label.
neers
who built ingenious conSome influential 20th-century
structions
to provide water, air
scholars, such as the late Britconditioning
and refrigeration to
ish historian Herbert Butterfield,
desert
communities
thousands
valorised Western science and
of
years
ago.
judged other sources of human
They communicated their
knowledge production as failed
technical
expertise over generaattempts.
tions
through
spoken word and
Others such as Andrew Cunactions.
ningham, while trying to redress
Such snippets offer deep inthat tendency, defined “science” so narrowly that only the sight into myriad science comWestern version of professional munication cultures. Unfortunately, they’re rarely included in
knowledge production applied.
Both these stances denigrate science communication histories
non-Western knowledge sys- today.
To borrow from Peter Portems as lesser, by excluding
mann, a professor of Classics
them from “science”.
They have shaped science and Graeco-Arabic Studies at the
communication histories taught University of Manchester, this is
today, wherein we mostly ig- a case of intellectual amnesia.
It may be historians’ wish to
nore the diverse ways in which
cultures across the world have respect diverse cultural categories, since “science communicacommunicated knowledge.
Thus, most science commu- tion” is an English term associ-

ated with Western culture. But a stream’s movement over time,
side effect of this is a profoundly indicating where it’s dangerous
Eurocentric approach.
to build.
The purakau encodes complex
2. Human cultures are
hydrogeological knowledge that
diverse and wonderful
has been observed, tested and
All over the world, different communicated over centuries.
science communication systems
The Maori process of conhave been adapted to different structing knowledge on the evilocations, lifestyles, cultures dence of time-honoured experiand histories. They are manifes- ence is, in fact, consistent with
tations of a glorious wealth of Western science’s expectations
human expertise and creativity of evidence-based knowledge.
and should be celebrated, not
Yet, strategies such as purakau
ignored.
for communicating that knowlSome are poetic, some in- edge are culturally-specific and
structional. Some were used unique. Science communicators
to bridge cultures and some to should pay them attention as
maintain knowledge throughout part of the rich diversity of global
generations, over centuries and knowledge communication.
even millennia.
Maori purakau (stories) are 3. Science communication
one example of a narrative tech- should be inclusive
nique for communicating matauThe past few years have seen
ranga (Maori knowledge) about the science communication disthe environment, culture, values cipline come under heavy fire for
and more.
exclusionary practices.
Westerners often dismiss
The strongest supporting evpurakau as myths. In fact, they idence comes from University
encode evidence-based knowl- College London science comedge, gathered and tested over munication researcher Emimany ages, into a metaphor-driv- ly Dawson. She worked with
en form of communication.
low-income ethnic minority comOne purakau associated with munities in London who weren’t
the Waitepuru stream in the heavily involved in science comMatata region of Aotearoa New munication practices.
Zealand describes a “taniwha”
They didn’t visit science cen— in this case a lizard whose tail tres or museums. Dawson’s
flicks from side to side.
work showed “powerlessness”
Among this purakau ’s many and “cultural imperialism” (feelmeanings is a warning about the ings of being “othered”) were

key reasons why.
Western science museum
exhibits incorporating historical
narratives may tell stories about
the world from a European perspective. This can perpetuate
racism and ratify European colonialism.
If European-descended Westerners are the only demographic
who see their culture reflected
and respected in science communication histories, this can
lead to further social exclusion.
For cultural resilience and
continuity, we must support
knowledge-keepers’ efforts to
sustain their science communication practices.
Even where ancient practices
are no longer part of a society’s
contemporary life, cultural roots
still matter.
For instance, many modern
Iraqis have great interest in the
2,000-year-old cuneiform cultures
of Babylonia and Assyria. Exploring cuneiform science and its
communication practices should
be on our collective agenda.
Who had access to Babylonian
knowledge about lunar eclipses?
Within what worldview did Babylonians frame that knowledge?
These are exciting questions
we can and should explore, to
ensure the science communication histories we learn and teach
leave none behind.
Courtesy: TheConversation.com/
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T

oday we are going
to discuss the future
of energy storage.
It’s some exciting
news for you regarding hydrogen
storage and what
might be coming to the market
very shortly to get off-grid with
solar and batteries. You need to
generate energy when the suns
out and store it for when it is not
right. Now, people can do this
with lithium-ion batteries.
The Tesla power wall 2 is a
perfect example. Still, an Australian company named lavo has
built a unique cabinet that can sit
on the side of your house just
like a tesla power wall, but stores
your excess solar energy as hydrogen. The lavo green energy
storage measures 66 by 49 by
roughly 16 inches and weighs.

Battery Revolution – The
Future of Energy Storage
I hope you’re ready for this a
hefty 714 pounds, making it very
unlikely to be pocketed by a thief
if it’s installed on the side of your
house. Now you connect to it,
or we would connect to it via a
hybrid solar, inverter. Much like
the q cells, q, home hybrid g1 or
solar edges, 76 energy hub now,
sidebar I’m not saying either of
these products works with this
particular hydrogen storage system. I’m just giving you a comparison to the type of inverter it
would use.
Once you have the unit connected to the hybrid solar inverter, it also needs to be connected
to water, spigot, and that’s it.
The system will use excess solar
energy to electrolyze the water.
Releasing oxygen and storing the
hydrogen in a patented metal hydride or a sponge at a pressure
of 30 bar now, if you’re, not an
engineer, 30 bar is 435 psi. The
system can store roughly 40
kilowatt-hours worth of energy
that’s a lot its three times.
As much as tesla’s current
power wall 2 and enough to run
an average home for two days
without solar energy, now the
system isn’t a hundred percent
without lithium-ion battery. In
fact, the unit has one small, fivekilowatt-hour buffer battery for
an instantaneous response. For
large loads, its pretty ingenious,
there, of course, wi-fi connectivity and a phone app for monitoring and controlling the device at

Today we are going to discuss the future of energy
storage. It’s some exciting news for you regarding
hydrogen storage and what might be coming to the
market very shortly to get off-grid with solar and .....

Hydrogen Can Be The
Future Of Energy Storage

If a leak occurred, it would rise and disperse so quickly that there’s little chance
of a fire or explosion, and that hydrogen is inherently no more dangerous than
other conventional fuels such as gasoline or natural gas.

this time. The unit is not available
within the United States and is
being sold in Australia.
The company does expect to
release the product internationally,
so at least here in the United States
by q4 of 2022 has provided some
preliminary pricing on the unit.
I’m pretty excited to share with
you because they expect to ship
each product at 26 900 us dollars, Which is significantly more
than a single power wall too. Trust
me; I understand that. But if you
look at the storage capacity, it’s
actually beautiful for that price per
kilowatt-hour, because you would
literally need three power walls to
have the same amount of storage
capacity.
But that’s not all lavo hopes by
the time they release it in q4 of
2022 that the price will be closer to 22 000 us dollars which, if
they can achieve this price point
it’ll be tough for homeowners,
not to at least consider it.
If they’re looking for battery
backup or battery storage, now
pulling the cover off reveals a surprise because they actually gave
us photos or shared photos of the
unit’s inside. So the 40-kilowatt
hours worth of hydrogen is kept
in these four small red containers.
On the left, yeah, you see those
things over there on that image,

and the rest of this big cabinet is
taken up with the battery electrolyzer and fuel cell stack, so that’s
everything you need right in this
cabinet, an obvious question.
We should all be asking ourselves: how is it better than today’s home batteries? Well, lavo
says the key components should
last much longer than lithium-ion
battery systems up to 30 years,
instead of maybe 12 to 15 from
your standard lithium setup.

No Toxic Chemicals
There are also no toxic chemicals to dispose off after the unit
expires. The company says that
even though its a bit of a beast, a
single level system is more compact than the equivalent amount
of battery storage systems yeah.
For those of you with an LG chem
system paired up with a solar
edge, you would understand how
big those batteries are and how
much space they take up. All the
additional components needed
same with the tesla power wall
and many other battery solutions.
I think its safe to say that we
all can agree. This is better than
lithium-ion batteries, but nothing
is perfect, so we have to ask:
how is it worse? Well, the safety
aspect is certainly open to debate. I also hope company Lesco

could also provide us with some This has been one of the biggest
this type of storage for electricity. disadvantages to these systems
because it takes more energy to fill
Labour Risks
up and you get about half of it.
Many people argue about hydrogen on this labour: if a leak Efficiency
Back a 40 kilowatt-hour,
occurred, it would rise and disperse so quickly that there’s little hydrogen energy storage syschance of a fire or explosion, and tem starts looking more like a
that hydrogen is inherently no 20-kilowatt-hour storage sysmore dangerous than other con- tem. However, lavo says this
ventional fuels such as gasoline systems round trip, efficiency is
or natural gas. But then hydrogen well above 50 percent, so taking
battery store is efficient and re- them at their word yeah. This is
lease energy with minimal losses in its early days, and hydrogen
is the hottest topic on the energy
for every kilowatt-hour.
You produce from your solar sector right now or in the energy
array that gets put into your bat- sector. It’s not unrealistic to think
tery you’re pretty much getting home storage units might start
about 90 of it back so consider making sense at some point
this your round trip efficiency, down the road, but lava will likely
solar to battery back to energy, find this robust unit. Tough to sell
but the process of generating next to a tesla, powerwall or othhydrogen by electrolytes using er battery systems.
For that matter, I have to
a proton exchange membrane is
Only about 80 percent efficient, give them credit where credit
so you’re losing 20 straight is due because the lavo hyaway, so that was converting drogen energy storage system
the solar energy into hydrogen design looks terrific compared
and, at the other end, you’ll lose to many of the other products
somewhere around half of what out there. Well, that’s it. Hope
you’ve got stored in the process Companies like Lesco Bill can
of converting the hydrogen back also release something similar
into energy through the fuel cell. for us as we all know the situHence, you’re, looking at around ation WAPDA Pakistan. Hopes
a 50 round trip efficiency, which for the best.
isn’t new knowledge for hydrogen.
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